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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a sensor-based interaction for ubiquitous virtual reality (U-VR) systems that users are able to interact implicitly or explicitly with through a sensor. Due to the advances in sensor technology, we can utilize sensory data as a means of user interactions. To show the feasibility of the proposed method, we use ComposAR as a test-bed that is a script-based interaction authoring tool for augmented reality (AR) systems. By adding sensor-based interaction features to ComposAR, a user can interact with virtual 3D contents through a sensor. We believe that the proposed method provides natural user interactions for U-VR systems.

1. Introduction

Since Weiser introduced the concept of ubiquitous computing, computing paradigm has been changed significantly from system-oriented to user-oriented. To develop user-oriented systems, there have been many research efforts on understanding the situations of users \cite{1, 2}. In particular, the advances in sensor technology enables system developers to utilize various kinds of sensors in user interactions \cite{3, 4}. From the perspective of contents provision, most previous works on context-aware computing applications could not overcome 2D contents. However, Augmented Reality (AR) technology convinced researchers of a complementary technology for the 2D contents provisions. As a result, many tools and frameworks for the development of AR system have been emerged such as ARToolkit, osgART, and AR-ToolkitPlus \cite{5, 6, 7}. But, those toolkits demanded developers to have high quality of programming skills in order to build AR systems. To help non-technical users to build AR systems with simple configurations, many AR authoring tools have been also proposed \cite{8, 9, 10}. Most AR authoring tools have focused on how to manipulate 3D models such as selection, position, and rotation of them with fiducial markers \cite{11, 12, 13}. However, they are not enough to support dynamic user interactions in real environment. Therefore, there has been an activity to realize Ubiquitous Virtual Reality (U-VR) systems where users are able to interact with virtual 3D contents on real environment as well as share them with others through their explicit or implicit intentions \cite{14}.

In this paper, we propose a sensor-based user interaction for U-VR systems by utilizing scripting-based AR authoring tool, ComposAR\textsuperscript{1}, that allows the user to write interaction scripts and provides immediate runtime feedback from the interaction scripts. Due to its scripting feature, we can easily setup U-VR systems and test them on the fly. However, current version of ComposAR only allows users to interact with virtual 3D contents through the fiducial markers (See Figure 1). Thus, we need to modify ComposAR to allow sensory data as a means of user interaction. In the proposed method, the user can manipulate the loaded virtual 3D contents by moving a sensor (acceleration of $x$, $y$, and $z$-axis), making noise, changing the intensity of light, and even the variation of temperature. In addition, all the authored contents and states are stored in a XML file format, and restored as the same contents and states. Thus, the user can resume their interactions anytime and anywhere. Moreover, this feature makes it possible to deliver and share user interactions as well as contents with other U-VR systems.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the main features of ComposAR and its development environment. In section 3, we show the configuration of a sensor-based interaction and explain its implementation in detail. Finally, we discuss future works in section 4.
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2. ComposAR: AR Authoring Tool

The main features of ComposAR are: association of fiducials and 3D content, dynamic modification of the properties of 3D contents, live interaction scripting, persistent storage of content and configuration. Figure 1 illustrates a typical development environment of ComposAR.

![Figure 1. The environment of ComposAR](image)

As shown in Figure 1, the development environment of ComposAR has 3 panes and each pane can be floatable except the actual rendering canvas. (a) SceneTree indicates how the current scene graph is organized with contents like markers, models and interaction scripts. (b) Canvas is an OpenGL rendering context showing live video and to render 3D contents. (c) Editor shows interaction scripts. Similar to conventional authoring tools, ComposAR also provides a menu and a toolbar.

3. Sensor-based Interaction Script Implementation

In this section, we show a sensor-based interaction configuration and reveal the implementation in details. Figure 3 shows sensor-based interaction configuration.

![Figure 3. Sensor-based Interaction Configuration](image)

As shown in Figure 3, we utilize a particle sensor which can acquire the values of acceleration of $x$, $y$, and $z$-axis, sound, light and temperature. In order to extract the acquired signals from the particle sensor, we need its receiver where we use a USB interface receiver. From the receiver, we can selectively extract any of data from the particle sensor. The extracted data finally are delivered to a sensor module in ComposAR, which are mainly used in the interaction scripts. Figure 4 shows the sensor-based interaction configuration within ComposAR environment.

Before we explain sensor-based interaction script, we review the fiducial marker-based interaction script in ComposAR. Typically users can change certain behavior of the loaded virtual 3D contents by checking whether a marker is visible or invisible as follows.

In dynamic association of markers and 3D contents, users can click SceneTree or choose menu which marker they want to associate with which 3D contents. Figure 2 shows an example of currently associated markers and 3D contents (See Figure 1). Through the SceneTree, users are also able to dynamically change the properties of the loaded 3D contents. For instances, users can locate 3D contents a certain position from the marker, rotate and scale the 3D contents.

---
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As shown in Figure 5, ComposAR mainly utilizes wxPython \(^3\) for wxWidget (it supports convenient GUI libraries) and osgPython \(^4\) for OpenSceneGraph \(^5\) (it support high quality of graphic rendering and scene graph management). Meanwhile, OSGART \(^6\) supports ComposAR to load video, tracker, and scene rendering.

With the modified ComposAR, we are able to support sensor-based script interactions in addition to marker-based script interactions. That is, the user can write interaction scripts based on the variation of sensory data as the following code.

```python
def update(marker, sensor):
    if marker.fiducial.isValid():
        if sensor.light > 3:
        else:
        marker.updateRotation()
    if __callback__ == '__update__':
        update(marker, sensor)
```

For the sensor-based interaction script, we also modified \_update\_ function in ComposAR to have a sensor as a parameter as well as a marker. Thus, \update\ (marker, sensor) function now allows to have properties of a marker as well as values of a sensor. Therefore, users can interact with the loaded 3D contents by moving the sensor, changing lighting condition, or making noise. Figure 6 shows an example of sensor-based interaction with ComposAR.

As shown in the above code, the loaded 3D contents is rotating 0.5 degree along \(z\)-axis when the marker is visible. In particular, ComposAR provides two callback functions such as \_init\_ and \_update\_ In \_init\_, users can initialize their interactions. In \_update\_, users can make more interesting interactions with 3D contents. Because current ComposAR only allows the users to write interaction scripts according to the properties of a marker, we need to modify update(marker) function. In addition to the modification of update() function, we also need to add a sensor module to acquire sensory data in ComposAR. As a result, we added Python-enabled ParticleSensor module on top of Python-binding particle library which can utilize a particle sensor as follows.

```
import wx

def init():
    wx.MessageBox("Welcome", "Welcome to ComposAR scripting")

def update(marker):
    if marker.fiducial.isValid():
        wx.LogStatus("marker %d visible" % marker.id)
    else:
        wx.LogStatus("marker %d invisible" % marker.id)
    if __callback__ == '__init__':
        init()
    if __callback__ == '__update__':
        update(marker)
```

As shown in Figure 5, ComposAR mainly utilizes wxPython \(^3\) for wxWidget (it supports convenient GUI libraries) and osgPython \(^4\) for OpenSceneGraph \(^5\) (it support high quality of graphic rendering and scene graph management). Meanwhile, OSGART \(^6\) supports ComposAR to load video, tracker, and scene rendering.

In conventional authoring environments, it is important to store and restore currently authored data or scene. Thus, ComposAR also provides such features to users. When users are done with their own authoring, they can save the current scene data as well as they can save interaction scripts in a XML file format. When they need the saved authoring data, they can retrieve them from the XML file.
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However, current version of ComposAR does not support to embed interaction scripts into the XML file format. Thus, we modified ComposAR to include interaction scripts in the XML file. The following XML code shows how the modified version of ComposAR stores current scene and interaction scripts.

```
<composar os="nt" utc="Fri, 11 Apr 2008 13:14:16" version="0.1">
  <scene/>
  <markers/>
      <marker model="cow.osg" name="patt.kanji" position="0.0 0.0 20.0" rotation="0.0 0.0 21.0" scale="4.0 4.0 4.0" script="hello.py"/>
      <marker model="glider.osg" name="patt.kanji" position="0.0 0.0 10.0" rotation="0.0 0.0 13.0" scale="100.0 100.0 100.0" script="hello.py"/>
  </markers>
</composar>
```

In the XML file, we simply ignored video and tracker elements because we assumed that users use the provided video and tracker libraries. This feature will be revised in future release.

4. Discussion and Future work

In this paper, we proposed a sensor-based interaction for U-VR systems with the scripting-based authoring tool for AR systems. Unlike the existing approaches, ComposAR helps users to easily build and test a simple AR system due to scripting environment. In ComposAR, users are able to load virtual 3D contents and manipulate them dynamically. While we have kept such features, we modified and added some features to the current ComposAR. For example, users can write their own interaction scripts not only with visibility of markers but also values of sensory data. In addition, the users can save their interaction scripts with other parameters of 3D contents and markers for AR systems, and reload the same states as they saved. With the proposed features, the users are able to selectively share their contents as well as interactions with others.

As future work, we can extend this technique to natural environment so that we can author interactions not only markers but also natural objects. In addition, we need to investigate on provisions of useful interaction template scripts for ordinary users, and other interaction metaphors rather than fiducial markers. We also need to evaluate the usability of sensor-based interaction comparing to fiducial marker-based interaction.
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